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Highlights: 

 Gas diffusion layer main contributor to low frequency diffusion impedance.

 High frequency resistance linked to O2 diffusion through cathode ionomer.

 Most adapted circuit: Kulikovsky diffusion impedance in series with ORR kinetics.

 Local air inlet impedance spectrum less impacted by O2 concentration oscillations.
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Nomenclature 

ACL: Anode Catalyst Layer 

CCL: Cathode Catalyst Layer 

CCM: Catalyst Coated Membrane 

CL: Catalyst Layer 

DRT: Distribution of Relaxation Times 
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EDL: Electrical Double-Layer 

EEC: Equivalent Electrical Circuit 

EI: Electrochemical Impedance 

EIS: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

FC: Fuel Cell 

GDE: Gas Diffusion Electrode 

GDL: Gas Diffusion Layer 

HOR: Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction 

HF: High Frequency 

LF: Low Frequency 

MEA: Membrane Electrode Assembly 

MPL: Micro Porous Layer 

ORR: Oxygen Reduction Reaction 

PEMFC: Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 

PFSA: PerFluoroSulfonic Acid 

PTFE: PolyTetraFluoroEthylene 

RH: Relative Humidity 

RHE: Reference Hydrogen Electrode 

TLM: Transmission Line Model 

Abstract 
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In Randles circuit, the oxygen diffusion impedance connects in series with the Oxygen 

Reduction Reaction charge-transfer resistance, implying that the Cathode Catalyst Layer 

(CCL) governs oxygen diffusion. The oxygen diffusion impedance can be connected in series

with the ORR circuit, implying that Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) rules oxygen diffusion. The 

common finite Warburg element and an alternative expression for diffusion through GDL 

derived by Kulikovsky were tested and compared. For this, experimental data obtained from 

measurements on various cells geometries, MEA types and operating conditions were used. 

All cases yield the same trend: the low frequency diffusion impedance in PEMFC mainly 

relates to the GDL, or both the GDL and the CCL, the latter to a significantly lower extent. EI 

spectra measured for different cathode Pt-loadings suggest that the ionomer film inside the 

CCL contributes rather to the high-frequency resistance, increasingly at lower catalyst 

loading. Hence, the physically most appropriate equivalent electrical circuit is a Kulikovsky 

diffusion impedance connected in series with the ORR kinetics circuit. Comparing global and 

local impedance spectra confirmed the significant contribution of perturbation-induced 

oxygen concentration oscillations to the low frequency loop in Nyquist plots: analyzing local 

impedance data measured near the oxygen inlet allows to minimize their impact. 

1. Introduction

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is an extensively used technique for

analyzing the operation of Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) [1,2], Proton 

Exchange Membrane Water Electrolyzers [3–5], supercapacitors [6–8], batteries [9–11] and 

other electrochemical systems [12]. It allows to characterize the impedance of the whole 

system or some of its components [13] in-operando and to discriminate between various 

contributions such as reaction kinetics (charge-transfer), mass-transport, as well as the 

inductance of connecting systems. In the case of PEMFCs, it can be used to assess for 

instance the impact of operating conditions such as relative humidity, pressure, temperature, 

current density or composition of active materials on the cell performance, or to monitor 

material degradations [14–17]. 
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EIS is based on the interpretation of sinusoidal variations of the current and cell 

voltage at a given operating point. The amplitude of the perturbation signal should be kept 

low enough, so that the system response (in terms of voltage or current) can be considered 

as linear, but also high enough to enable good signal/noise ratio. The impedance is 

measured in the frequency domain allowing to use different ways to interpret data [18]. The 

most common ones consist in using physical models and Equivalent Electrical Circuits 

(EECs). Physical models are derived from a set of equations describing the phenomena 

governing the system operation. These equations must be chosen carefully and may be 

challenging to solve, so that physical models are generally limited to single components 

and/or simple systems [18,19]. For more complex cases, like for instance multicomponent 

systems with more than a single electrochemical reaction, it is more convenient to use 

equivalent electrical circuits, i.e. the connection of several simple electrical elements. This 

makes it possible to reproduce the experimental impedance spectra, but attention must be 

paid to the physical meaning of each element. There are also other ways to interpret the 

impedance data, like the Distribution of Relaxation Times (DRT), which gained interest in the 

scientific community in the recent years [20–22]. This method is based on the analysis of the 

relaxation of an electrochemical system following the application of small current or voltage 

perturbations. The DRT spectrum is calculated from the standard impedance, and the 

exponential decay of the response is interpreted in terms of timescale distribution of the 

individual physical processes [18,21,23]. 

The Randles circuit is the most common EEC describing PEMFC single cells [24]. It is 

an electric equivalent representation of ion conduction through the membrane and reaction 

kinetics of the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR, the limiting reaction in a PEMFC) as well 

as oxygen diffusion in the Cathode Catalyst Layer (CCL), the Anode Catalyst Layer (ACL) 

being generally negligible. Although extensively used, this circuit presents inherent physical 

limits. For instance, for a FC fed with air, some authors showed that oxygen diffusion 

limitations are mainly located in the GDL [25]. Other works point out that it might be rather 

the ionomer inside in the CCL which is limiting for oxygen transport. More specifically, the 
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impact of this layer seems to increase for low catalyst loaded electrodes and/or at low 

relative-humidity of the feeding gases, because of high local mass fluxes [26–28]. Finally, 

others put forward oxygen diffusion limitations in the pores of the CCL [29] which would 

agree with the Randles circuit. It seems that this contribution is however less important than 

that of the GDL [25]. On top of that, it has to be reminded that the impedance data are also 

impacted by oxygen concentration oscillations induced by the measuring signal perturbation 

[30–32] and by water fluxes [33]. Such phenomena are the most significant at low 

frequencies which is the range of the oxygen diffusion impedance. 

In the Randles circuit, diffusion limitations are considered through a finite Warburg 

impedance ZW [34] connected in series with the charge transfer resistance Rct of the ORR 

[24]. This implies that oxygen diffusion is limited by the CCL (pores or ionomer). For diffusion 

through the GDL, Kulikovsky showed that the associated impedance expression should differ 

from the finite-length Warburg element, because mass transport is affected by the double-

layer capacity Cdl of the porous catalyst layer (CL) [35]. He derived an alternative impedance 

expression for oxygen diffusion through the GDL which tends to ZW when the double-layer 

capacity tends to zero. This extreme case corresponds to a thin (interfacial) electrode, which 

is exactly the hypothesis that underlies the derivation of the Warburg impedance. However, it 

must be pointed out that the thin interface hypothesis governing the derivation of Warburg 

impedance is in contradiction with the Randles circuit: indeed, ZW and Rct (connected in 

series) are in parallel with Cdl (Figure 2a). If the catalyst layer is assumed to be an interface, 

ZW should rather be connected in series with the ORR kinetics circuit, i.e. the parallel 

connection of Rct and Cdl (Figure 2b). 

Oxygen diffusion through the CCL and the GDL was addressed in a work of Cruz-

Manzo and Greenwood [36]. They considered a Transmission Line Model (TLM) which is 

indeed a generalization of the Randles circuit accounting for ion transport through the 

electrode volume [37].  Cruz-Manzo and Greenwood [36] modelled oxygen diffusion through 

the CCL using a Warburg element, and oxygen diffusion through the GDL using a Kulikovsky 
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impedance. Their approach led to similar values of the diffusion resistance when one of both 

impedances (CCL or GDL) was neglected, which can be regarded as possible correlation(s) 

between them. A similar approach was used by Dierickx et al. [38] who developed a three 

channel TLM accounting for gas diffusion in addition to ionic transport for the analysis of 

SOFC impedance spectra. 

In the present work, the location of oxygen transport impedance in EEC modeling is 

discussed. Contrary to the former work of Cruz-Manzo and Greenwood [36], this work is 

based on Randles-like circuits, i.e. thin electrode models. Using TLM-like or Randles-like 

models impacts the fit quality at high frequencies. The choice between both approaches has 

thus little or no impact on the considerations about the oxygen transport impedance, which 

impacts mostly the medium- and low-frequency regions of the spectra. Furthermore, in 

addition to the location of the diffusion impedance, its expression and more generally its 

physical meaning are also discussed to identify the most limiting layer for oxygen diffusion. 

More precisely, two electrical circuits are compared: 

 The classical Randles circuit (Figure 2a), with thus the implicit assumption that the

CCL (pores or ionomer) is limiting for oxygen diffusion, modeled through a finite

Warburg impedance.

 A modified Randles circuit (Figure 2b) where the oxygen diffusion impedance is

connected in series to the CCL circuit. This implies that the impact of oxygen diffusion

through the GDL is the predominant, while oxygen transport through the CCL is

neglected. In this case, the ability of Warburg and Kulikovsky impedances to account

for gas diffusion limitations through a passive medium (GDL) is compared.

The EECs were tested on data measured in various operating conditions and for different 

cells, flow field geometries, and MEA materials. Where necessary, the anode was also 

considered in the impedance models to improve the fit quality at high frequencies. This 

choice was consistent with one of our previous works on anode degradation [39].  
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2. Experimental setup

Four different cells were used in this work: two with straight parallel flow channels

(cells A: A1 with segmented current collection, and A2 with regular current collection), one 

with a single serpentine channel (cell B) and another one with five parallel serpentine 

channels and segmented current collection (cell C). These cells are shown in Figure 1. All 

flow-field plates were machined from 316L stainless steel, and gold-coated to improve the 

electrical contact with the GDL. Different MEAs were used, as detailed in the following.  

Figure 1.Single cells: (a) segmented cell A1 (1 x 30 cm) with 20 segments at the cathode and 5 linear channels; 

(b) single cell A2 (98 x 20 mm) with 10 linear channels; (c) single cell B (19 x 38 mm) with 1 serpentine channel;

(d) segmented cell C (5 x 5 cm) with 20 segments at the cathode and 5 serpentine channels.

2.1 Cells with straight parallel channels (cells A) 

Cell A1 – segmented current collection 

Cell A1 had a 30 cm² (300 mm×10 mm) active area, and same flow fields on the 

anode and cathode sides with 5 parallel straight channels with a width and depth equal to 1 

mm and 0.7 mm, respectively. The cathode flow-field plate consists of 20 electrically 

insulated current collectors allowing to measure local currents and electrode potentials 

thanks to reference hydrogen electrode (RHE) with a spatial resolution of 1 cm. The detailed 

architecture and operation principles of this cell are described in several of our previous 
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works [13,39,40]. Tailored MEAs made by an external supplier with Nafion® XL 100 

membranes were used with this cell. The Pt loadings were 0.1 mgPt cm-2 for the anode and 

0.3 mgPt cm-2 for the cathode. The gas diffusion layers were 235 µm thick Sigracet 28 BC, 

compressed to 175 µm using PTFE gaskets to control their thickness. 

Cell A2 – regular current collection 

Cell A2 had a 19.6 cm2
 (98 mm×20 mm) active area and identical flow fields on the 

anode and cathode sides with 10 parallel channels. Their width and depth were equal to 1 

mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. The MEAs were purchased from an external supplier with a 

cathode Pt loading estimated to be close to 0.4 mgPt cm−2, the exact value being not 

disclosed by the manufacturer. The membrane reference was neither disclosed, but previous 

works showed that it is a 30 µm thick composite (reinforced) long side-chain 

polytetrafluoroethylene/perfluorosulfonic acid (PTFE/PFSA) ionomer [41]. 235 μm thick GDLs 

coated with a Micro Porous Layer (MPL) (SGL 24BC by SGL Carbon) were used on both 

sides and they were compressed to 200 µm using PTFE gaskets. 

2.2 Cells with serpentine channels (cells B and C) 

Cell B – regular current collection with a single channel 

This cell was designed to operate with a 7.22 cm2
 (19 mm×38 mm) active area MEA. 

The flow-field plates were identical on both sides, with a single serpentine channel. The width 

and depth were 1 mm and 0.7 mm, respectively. All the MEAs used with this cell were 

assembled by hot-pressing (at 135°C and 6.2 MPa, for 3 minutes and 30 seconds), using 

either a Nafion® 211 (cell B-NR211) or a Nafion® XL 100 membrane (cell B-XL100) and Gas 

Diffusion Electrodes (GDEs) purchased from HyPlat with a Pt loading of 0.3 mgPt cm-2 on 

both sides. The GDLs were SGL 28BC compressed to 175 µm using PTFE gaskets. 

Cell C - segmented current collection with five parallel channels 

Cell C had a 25 cm² (50 mm×5 mm) active area, and identical flow-fields on the 

anode and cathode sides with 5 parallel serpentine channels of width and depth equal to 1 
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mm and 0.6 mm, respectively. The cathode flow-field plate consists of 20 electrically 

insulated current collectors allowing the measurement of global and local currents. We used 

MEAs made by CEA-LITEN by blade-coating the active layers by classical decal transfer 

onto Gore MX 820.15 membranes as described previously [42]. Commercial carbon-

supported (Vulcan carbon; XC72) Pt nanoparticles from TANAKA Kikinzoku Kogyo (50 wt% 

Pt, TEC10V50E) were used for the catalyst layers with a Pt loading of 0.1 mgpt cm-² at the 

anode and loadings varying between 0.3 and 0.05 mgpt cm-² at the cathode. These MEAs 

allowed us to analyze the impact of the cathode Pt loading on the diffusion impedance. The 

gas diffusion layers were 215 µm thick Sigracet 22 BB, compressed to 173 µm using PTFE 

gasket. More information about the materials and preparation of these MEA can be found in 

[43] 

2.3 Operating conditions 

The operating conditions of each cell are listed in the Table 1. The analyses carried 

out in the following should thus lead us to general conclusions applying in a relatively wide 

range of operating conditions, and in different geometries of cells. 

Table 1 : Operating conditions of the different cells. The gas inlet RH were always identical on the anode and 

cathode sides. Detailed description of operating conditions and measuring procedures is given in previous works 

[13,39,40]. 

Cell 
Fuel cell 

temperature 

Gas Relative 

Humidity 
Air stoichiometry 

Hydrogen 

stoichiometry 

A1 80°C 70% 2 1.2 

A2 60°C 50% 3 1.5 

B 70°C 60% 4 1.5 

C 80°C 50% 4 1.5 

 

The impedance data were measured in galvanostatic mode, at 0.5 A cm-2 for cell A 

and B and at 1 A cm-² for cell C -except otherwise stated- with a perturbation amplitude of 
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10% for frequencies ranging from 10 mHz to 10 kHz, and with 10 data points per decade. 

Detailed description of operating conditions and measuring procedures is given in previous 

works [13,39,40]. 

3. Models 

3.1 Electrical Equivalent Circuits 

Three EEC configurations were tested to analyze the impedance of the four cells 

shown in Figure 2: a classical (Figure 2a) and a modified (Figure 2b and c) Randles model 

standing for the cathode catalyst layer, the membrane and -optionally- the GDL. In these 

models, Rhf corresponds to the sum of to the ionic resistance of the membrane – considered 

as the main contributor - and other electrical resistances of the MEA and cell components 

such as the GDL and flow-field plates, as well as the interfaces between them. ORR kinetics 

in the CCL are modeled through a parallel connection of a charge transfer resistance Rct and 

a double-layer capacitance Cdl, the latter standing for the ability of the porous electrode to 

store charges in the Electrical Double-Layer (EDL) at the carbon|catalyst-electrolyte interface 

[44–46]. It was also necessary to consider the anode in the EECs of Figure 2 for a satisfying 

fit quality with cells A1 and C because a high frequency half-loop (although slight) in the 

experimental spectra. In this case, the anode was modeled through a parallel connection of a 

double-layer capacitance Cdl,a and a charge transfer resistance Rct,a. There is no mass-

transport impedance at this electrode due to the high diffusivity coefficient of H2. When used, 

the anode EEC is connected in series with the cathode plus membrane circuit (dotted lines in 

Figure 2) [37]. 

The difference between the EECs in Figure 2a, b and c lies in the position and type of 

the oxygen transport impedance: either a finite Warburg element ZW (1) or an alternative 

expression derived by Kulikovsky for the GDL ZK (2). In the Randles circuit ZW is connected 

in series with Rct (Figure 2a) implying that oxygen transport limitations are mainly located in 

the CCL, i.e. in the pores or in the ionomer of the CCL. When considering the GDL being 
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limiting for oxygen transport [13], modified versions of the Randles EEC (Figure 2b and c) 

were tested in which the oxygen diffusion impedance is connected in series with the CCL 

circuit and the results obtained with both expressions (ZW and ZK) are compared. These 

oxygen transport impedances are explained in detail in the following. The models include 5 

(without anode) to 7 (with anode) parameters. 

 

Figure 2. EECs used in this work: the membrane and cathode (solid lines) are modeled either by (a) a usual 

Randles circuit with the diffusion impedance (Warburg) inside the CCL circuit implying oxygen transport limited by 

the CCL (pores or ionomer layer), or (b) a modified Randles circuit with the diffusion impedance (Warburg or 

Kulikovsky) in series with the CCL circuit implying the GDL limiting for O2 diffusion. Circuit (c) accounts for both 

oxygen diffusion impedances, the CCL and GDL. The anode is optionally taken into account through a parallel 

connection of a charge transfer resistance Rct,a and a double-layer capacitance Cdl,a (dotted lines). 

3.2 Oxygen transport impedance 

The most common way to express the oxygen transport impedance in PEMFCs is 

through a the finite-length Warburg element ZW [34]. This impedance is derived from Fick’s 

diffusion equations applying to one-dimensional binary diffusion of oxygen and water through 

a (passive) porous medium. The first boundary condition at the CCL/membrane interface is 

to suppose a constant oxygen flux governed by the current density (Neumann or second-

type boundary condition). The second boundary condition at the CCL/ GDL or GDL/air 

channel interface is to impose a constant oxygen concentration (Dirichlet or first-type 
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boundary condition). Other limitations to oxygen transport such as convection [33] (i.e. the 

average molecular flux of oxygen and water is zero in binary diffusion), consumption along 

the flow fields [47] or contact resistances of the ionomer layer in the CCL [46] might also 

affect oxygen transport and thus the measured EI spectra. In addition, it should be kept in 

mind that the low-frequency loop spectrum is generally affected by concentration oscillations 

induced by the measuring signal perturbation that propagate along the gas channels [30,32]. 

Finally, the hypothesis of a constant oxygen concentration is reasonable only for relatively 

high stoichiometric ratios [32,47]. These points are out of the scope of this work and not 

considered in the Warburg impedance; the reader can refer to the works cited above. 

The Warburg impedance is expressed by [34]: 

      

    √    

√    
  (1) 

 

where Rd is the diffusion resistance (Ω cm²),       the angular frequency (rad) and τd the 

characteristic diffusion time (s). 

Kulikovsky showed that the oxygen diffusion impedance of the GDL should differ from 

the Warburg expression due to the high double-layer capacitance of the porous CCL, which 

is responsible of a phase shift between the faradic current density and the oxygen flux. He 

derived a modified expression of the oxygen diffusion impedance that depends also on the 

ORR kinetics [35]: 

    
  

          
  (2) 

 

with Cdl the double-layer capacitance (F cm-²) and Rct the charge transfer resistance (Ω cm²). 

This expression tends to the Warburg element when Cdl tends to zero. 
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The Randles EEC (Figure 2a) is built with the implicit assumption that the CCL is the 

limiting layer for oxygen diffusion resulting in the following cell impedance expression 

[13,24,37]: 

          
 

      
       

    (3) 

 

Note that the index refers to the position of the diffusion impedance in the model. 

Equation (3) gives the total cell impedance. The same notation system will be applied 

hereafter. In contrast, the modified Randles EEC (Figure 2b and c) corresponds to the case 

where the GDL is responsible for oxygen diffusion limitations. The cell impedance in this 

case writes as: 

          
 

   
       

         (4) 

With      standing for either the classical Warburg impedance ZW (1) or the Kulikovsky 

impedance ZK (2). Both elements were tested to put forward the impact of the expression of 

oxygen transport impedance on the identification of the EEC parameters. Kulikovsky’s 

expression was only used in the modified Randles circuit      (4) because it was derived for 

mass transport through GDL, i.e. diffusive media without a source term, contrary to CCL 

where oxygen is consumed through the volume. 

An EEC with both diffusion impedances was also tested: a Warburg element inside 

the CCL circuit and a Kulikovsky impedance in series, as shown in Figure 2c. The 

corresponding cell impedance writes: 

              
 

      
       

       (5) 

It turned out that one of both diffusion impedances becomes negligible when trying to identify 

the impedance parameters from experimental data. That is why only the EECs with one 

diffusion impedance (eq. (3) and (4)) are used for fitting experimental EIS spectra. The 
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complete ECC (eq. (5)) is only used for comparison purpose on simulated spectra (section 

4.1).  

When considering the anode in the impedance model (dotted lines in Figure 2), which was 

necessary to properly fit the data of cells A1 and C, the cell impedance becomes: 

                     
 

     
         

    (6) 

To go one step further into the identification of the limiting layer for oxygen diffusion, and that 

of the most appropriate impedance model, it is possible to derive both the characteristic 

diffusion length   and the effective oxygen diffusion coefficient Deff from the impedance 

model parameters as shown in [13] [1]. The characteristic diffusion length can be expressed 

as:  

  (   
   

  
) 

       
     

  
 (7) 

with       the cell current density (0.5 A cm-² if not mentioned otherwise), F = 96485 C mol-1 

the Faraday constant and    

  the average oxygen concentration at the GDL/gas channel 

interface assumed constant. The effective oxygen diffusion coefficient is given by: 

      
  

  
 

 (8) 

The above equations are obtained using a macroscopic point of view, i.e. with 

reference to the MEA flat surface      . They are thus suited for diffusion through the pores 

of the GDL and the CCL. For diffusion through the ionomer film inside the CCL, the 

reasoning must be made with respect to the microscopic active area, defined as     

      , with   the electrode catalytic roughness factor. This implies that the values of   

obtained with equation (7) have to be divided by   and those of Deff with equation (8) by   . 
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4. Results 

In the following, the use of both configurations of the Randles EEC, i.e. the classical 

version using the Warburg impedance (Figure 2a) and the modified version with the oxygen 

diffusion impedance connected in series with the CCL impedance (Figure 2b) are compared 

to analyze which layer (CCL – pores or ionomer - or GDL) is at the origin of the oxygen 

diffusion contribution to PEMFC impedance spectra. Section 4.1 presents a theoretical study 

with the objective to estimate the impedance response that is expected to be observed if one 

of the considered layers was at the origin of the oxygen diffusion impedance. In section 4.2, 

the ability of the different versions of the Randles EEC to analyze experimental PEMFC 

impedance spectra is tested, this for different cell geometries and MEAs operating in various 

operating conditions. A focus is made in section 4.2.2 on the impact of Pt loading on oxygen 

diffusion. 

4.1 Theoretical study of oxygen transport impedance and PEMFC spectra 

In this section, we present a theoretical study on impedance spectra simulated 

starting from standard values taken from the literature (Table 2). The objective is to estimate 

the impedance response that is expected to be observed if one of the considered layers 

(CCL pore/ionomer, GDL) was at the origin of the oxygen diffusion impedance. 

More precisely, the diffusion time of the transport impedance    is calculated with eq. 

(8) starting from the characteristic parameters   and Deff of the layer at its origin. In addition, 

we have shown in previous works [13,37] that the diffusion resistance Rd can be expressed 

in a similar way by: 

   
     

         

    

 

 (9) 

With   the current density corresponding to             ⁄  with respect to the MEA flat 

surface       when considering oxygen transport through the pores of the GDL or CCL. For 
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diffusion through the ionomer film,                ⁄  as transport is considered with respect 

to the to the active area           . For the present theoretical study, the electrode 

roughness factor was set to       [48] being a standard value. The charge transfer 

resistance is linked to the Tafel slope    via [37]: 

    
  

     
 

 (10) 

Finally,    

    corresponds to the oxygen concentration at the interface close to the 

reaction (supposed constant along the MEA surface), i.e. the CCL ionomer film/reaction site, 

CCL pore/ionomer film, or GDL/CCL interface depending on whether the diffusion impedance 

is located in the CCL (Figure 2a), or in the GDL (Figure 2b). For diffusion through the CCL 

and GDL pores, the latter is linked to the concentration at the interface with the adjacent 

previous layer    

     
  by: 
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Where    

 corresponds to the concentration at the GDL/channel interface, which is 

estimated using ideal gas law, 
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with      being the air stoichiometry,      being the vapor pressure and      being the 

saturation vapor pressure [49]. Assuming the ionomer film in the CCL pores at the origin of 

the diffusion impedance,    

    in equation (9) has to be calculated using the microscopic 

approach with respect to the active area           : 

   

       

    
         

       
   

 
 (13) 

The equations for    (8) and    (9) are identical for the Warburg and Kulikovsky diffusion 

impedances. For the numerical simulations of the EI spectra, we considered physically 

meaningful to use the values related to the CCL (ionomer or pores) in combination with the 
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Warburg impedance    (1) located inside the ORR circuit (Figure 2a), and those related to 

the GDL with the Kulikovsky    (2) impedance connected in series with the ORR circuit 

(Figure 2b). 

Table 2: Theoretical values of the characteristic parameters associated with each layer [50–54]. 

Layer Cdl [F cm-²] bc [V dec-1] δ [µm] Deff [m² s-1]   [-] 

GDL 

0.055       

200                          

CCL 10                              

Ionomer 0.01              - 

 

Table 3:  Theoretical values of the diffusion parameters for the different layers calculated with the values of Table 

2 and considering mean values of the porosity  , i.e. 0.4 for the CCL and 0.275 for the GDL.   

Layer 

R
d 

[Ω cm²] 

τd 

[s] 

ντd 

[Hz] 

GDL 0.0162 7.81 10-3 20 

CCL 0.0043 100.5 10-6 1 544 

Ionomer 2.54 10-5 5.88 10-7 27 000 

 

Table 3 shows the values of   ,    and the associated characteristic frequency 

           ⁄  of diffusion through each layer using the values of Table 2 and considering 

mean values of the porosity  , i.e. 0.4 for the CCL and 0.275 for the GDL. Note that the 

effective diffusion length is expected to be higher than the associated layer thickness as it 

depends on the porosity and the tortuosity which are both medium specific. Accounting for 

these parameters does not affect the order of magnitude of the diffusion impedance 

parameters (   and   ) of each medium (GDL, CCL pores and ionomer). The effective 

diffusion length   is therefore approximated by or compared to the medium thickness through 

the entire document. 
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It can be easily seen that the values of the diffusion resistance depend significantly on 

the layer at its origin and only the one associated with the GDL is on the order of magnitude 

of those typically identified on PEMFC [13,25,48]; those associated with diffusion through the 

CCL pores and ionomer are several orders of magnitude lower. Similarly, the characteristic 

diffusion times and frequencies also depend significantly on the considered layer. Only the 

frequency associated with diffusion through the GDL (        ) is situated in the low 

frequency regime. The frequency associated with the oxygen diffusion though the CCL pores 

(          ) corresponds to the high frequency range, and the one associated with the 

ionomer layer in the CCL (         ) pores exceeds the herein applied experimental 

frequencies (10 mHz - 10 kHz). 

 

Figure 3. Nyquist plots of the cell impedance spectra simulated starting from the values of Table 2 for frequencies 

ranging from 10 mHz to 10 kHz. The spectra associated with an origin of diffusion limitations in the CCL (ionomer 

and pores) are simulated using the classical Randles EEC (eq. (3), Figure 2a), the one supposing the GDL 

limiting for diffusion is obtained with the modified Randles EEC (eq. (4), Figure 2b). 

Figure 3 shows Nyquist plots of the cell impedance simulated starting from the values 

of Table 2 for frequencies ranging from 10 mHz to 10 kHz. The spectra associated with an 

origin of diffusion limitations in the CCL (ionomer and pores) are simulated using the 
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classical Randles EEC (eq. (3), Figure 2a). The one supposing the GDL limiting for diffusion 

is obtained with the modified Randles EEC (eq. (4), Figure 2b). 

These results indicate that -using these parameters values- it is mainly the GDL which is at 

the origin of the diffusion impedance in the low frequency range of PEMFC impedance 

spectra. The contribution of diffusion through the CCL pores is significantly lower and that of 

the ionomer film is negligible in the present conditions. However, this may not be the case 

with low loaded and/or very active ORR catalysts increasing the oxygen flux per active 

catalyst site and thus the associated effective resistance [42,45]. As a consequence, the 

physically most consistent EEC would therefore be a series connection of an ORR circuit 

with the Kulikovsky diffusion impedance ZK, as depicted in Figure 2b, or alternatively, a 

classical Randles circuit completed by a Kulikovsky diffusion impedance ZK (Figure 2c) in 

order to include diffusion limitations in the CCL pores. Note that the EEC with two diffusion 

impedance elements adds two impedance parameters to the model and therefore possible 

correlations between them. As a result, there will be a strong risk of lowering the sensitivity 

for their estimation starting from experimental data using this circuit. 

We emphasize that the herein-used oxygen transport impedance expressions consider only 

1D Fickian diffusion. The objective was to discuss the physically most meaningful position 

and expression of the diffusion impedance in the cell equivalent electrical circuit. Other 

phenomena such as convection [33],  consumption along the flow fields [47], or thin-film 

phenomena associated to the ionomer film within the CCL pores, i.e. the contact resistance 

with the CCL pores [46], might as well play a significant role in the overall oxygen transport. 

They are neglected in the impedance expressions that are analyzed here, the objective of 

this work being only to discuss the role of oxygen diffusion limitations in PEMFC impedance 

spectra and the layer at their origin. 

Finally, the Nyquist plot of the simulated cell impedances in Figure 3 exhibits one unique 

loop. We conclude that the separation between the loops associated with the ORR kinetics 

and diffusion which is usually observed in experimental EI spectra for PEMFCs supplied with 
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air (e.g. experimental spectra in this document) might be due to either other transport 

phenomena than diffusion, as mentioned above (convection, interface phenomena…), or 

linked with measurement artefacts due to current-induced concentration oscillations [30–32]. 

The impact of these artefacts is discussed below when interpreting local impedance data 

(section 4.2). 

4.2 Oxygen diffusion impedance model analyses from experimental data 

4.2.1 Cell A1 – linear cell with segmented current collection 

Global impedance spectrum 

 

 

Figure 4. Experimental Nyquist diagram measured in operando (0.5 A cm
-2

 and 0.68 V, under H2/air) with cell A1 

in the operation conditions described in section 2.3 and fitting curves obtained with the different EECs depicted in 

Figure 2 [39]. 

Figure 4 shows the global impedance spectrum measured with cell A1 (dots) in the operating 

conditions described in section 2.3. The fitting curves obtained with the EECs including the 

anode (Figure 2a and b) and corresponding impedance expressions eq. (6) are given by the 

solid lines. The identified intrinsic parameters are shown in Table 4, on which the impact of 

the location (CCL or GDL) and expression (Warburg or Kulikovsky) of the oxygen diffusion 

impedance will be discussed in the following. 

Table 4: Parameters estimated with the EECs in Figure 2 for the experimental data measured with cell A1 (Figure 

4). Comparison is made between the location (CCL or GDL) and the expression (ZW or ZK) of the diffusion 
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impedance. Kulikovsky expression was derived for O2 transport through the GDL and is thus exclusively used for 

the modified Randles EEC (Figure 2b). 

Model 

R
hf  

[Ω cm²] 

R
ct 

[Ω cm²] 

C
dl 

[mF cm-²] 

R
d 

[Ω cm²] 

τd 

[s] 

Rct,a  

[Ω cm²] 

Cdl,a  

[F cm-²] 

Warburg CCL 0.072 0.212 19.5 0.262 0.128 0.033 0.011 

Warburg GDL 0.068 0.169 31.2 0.320 0.137 0.024 0.020 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.073 0.168 25.4 0.296 0.137 0.042 0.011 

 

It can be seen, that neither the location nor the expression of the oxygen transport 

impedance has a significant impact on the fitting curves which are identical. However, the 

estimated values of the impedance parameters depend on the chosen EEC: both, the 

expression of the diffusion impedance (ZW or ZK) and its location in the cell EEC -whether 

included in the CCL circuit eq. (3) or connected in series  eq. (4)- impact significantly the 

parameters associated with mass transfer, i.e. Rd and τd (up to about 20%), but also those 

related to the ORR kinetics (up to 60%), i.e. the charge transfer resistance Rct and double-

layer capacitance Cdl. Connecting the diffusion impedance in series with the CCL circuit 

(GDL configuration, eq. (4)) increases the values of the parameters of the oxygen diffusion 

impedance (Rd and   ), in favor of those associated with the ORR kinetics (i.e. lower charge 

transfer resistance and higher double-layer capacitance). The expression of the diffusion 

impedance (Warburg or Kulikovsky) affects mainly the double-layer capacitance Cdl and the 

diffusion resistance Rd and to a lower extend, Rct. This could be expected since the 

Kulikovsky impedance ZK eq. (2) is linked to the Warburg impedance ZW, through the ORR 

kinetic parameters Rct and Cdl. The high-frequency resistance Rhf is only slightly impacted 

(less than 6%). This was expected since mass transport affects mostly the low frequency 

part of the spectrum: the characteristic frequency associated with the oxygen diffusion 

impedance parameters in Table 4 is about            ⁄         . 
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More surprisingly, the anode impedance parameters depend as well on the location 

and expression of the oxygen transport impedance (variations up to about 80%), although 

the impedance of this electrode manifests itself mostly at higher frequencies than those 

associated with oxygen diffusion: using the values in Table 4, the characteristic frequency of 

the parameters associated with the HOR kinetics is about                      ⁄         

which is significantly higher than that of oxygen diffusion (         ). A possible 

explanation could be that the correlation is made through the impedance parameters 

associated with the ORR kinetics as discussed above. The characteristic frequency of the 

ORR kinetics referring to the parameters in Table 4 is                ⁄        which is 

situated between those of the HOR and oxygen diffusion. 

To summarize at this point, both the location and the expression of the diffusion impedance 

impact the values estimated for all the impedance model parameters, and those associated 

with oxygen diffusion and ORR kinetics to the highest extent. However, all configurations 

lead to values of the same orders of magnitude and in agreement with former estimations 

made for these data [39], as well as to similar fit quality, so that no conclusion can be drawn, 

so far, on the most appropriate EEC model in terms of oxygen diffusion impedance. 

To go one step further into the identification of the limiting layer for oxygen diffusion, and that 

of the most appropriate impedance model, the characteristic diffusion length   and the 

effective diffusion coefficient      were estimated for each of the above EEC with eq. (7) and 

(8), respectively. The results obtained with the impedance data of Table 4 are depicted in 

Table 5. 

Table 5: Oxygen diffusion parameters obtained from the impedance parameters in Table 4. 

Model Warburg CCL - 

ionomer     

Warburg CCL – 

pores       

Warburg 

GDL 

Kulikovsky 

GDL 

δ [µm] 222 489 444 454 

Deff [10
-6

m² s-1]  0.38 1.87 1.44 1.50 
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The values in the columns referring to the GDL configuration (Warburg and Kulikovsky GDL) 

and to diffusion through the CCL pores (Warburg CCL – pores) are obtained when adopting 

the macroscopic approach with respect to the MEA flat surface      . In all cases, the 

values obtained for δ are of the order of the thickness typically given for GDL (some 

hundreds of µm [55,56]) rather than that of a CCL (about 10 µm [57,58]). Furthermore, the 

values of Deff are of the same order than that of oxygen diffusion in vapor phase through the 

GDL (Table 6). 

The values given in the first column in Table 5 (Warburg CCL ionomer) are obtained starting 

from the values obtained with the classical Randles EEC and adopting the microscopic 

approach with respect to the active surface     assuming an electrode roughness factor 

      [48]. Note that the diffusion parameters which are linked with the GDL EEC 

(Warburg and Kulikovsky) cannot be used for similar macroscopic to microscopic 

downscaling since the ionomer film is located within the CCL. The values of the effective 

diffusion coefficient Deff = 0.38 10-6 m2 s-1 and the diffusion length  δ = 222 µm are closer to 

those of a GDL than those expected for the ionomer film in the CCL (0.01 µm – 0.1 µm 

[28,46,59] for its thickness and about 10-10 m2 s-1 for the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the 

ionomer [54]). This confirms that the CCL (pores or ionomer film) is not the main contributor 

to the oxygen diffusion impedance associated with the PEMFC spectrum in Figure 4. 

Table 6: Reference values of the effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen in different layers and phases [50–54]. 

Layer Phase Deff = Dεm [m² s-1] 
Porosity ε 

[-] 
Deff [m² s-1] 

GDL 

Vapor                
  

0.2 – 0.6 

1.3 10-6 – 1.15 10-5 

Liquid                 
  4.8 10-12 – 4.3 10-11 
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Catalyst layers 

Vapor                
   

 

0.2 – 0.35 

6.2 10-7 – 1.4 10-6 

Liquid                 
   

 1.1 10-11 – 2.5 10-11 

Ionomer 

(Nafion) 
Liquid - -           

 

From these results, one can conclude that the GDL is the main origin of the diffusion 

impedance identified from the spectrum of Figure 4, with a possible minor contribution of the 

CCL. The choice of the diffusion impedance model (Warburg eq. (1) or Kulikovsky eq. (2)) 

only slightly impacts the estimate of the diffusion characteristics. However, based on the 

interpretation that the GDL is the main contributor to the diffusion impedance, the physically 

most consistent EEC would therefore be a series connection of an ORR circuit with the 

Kulikovsky diffusion impedance ZK, as depicted in Figure 2b. 

It must be reminded that the low frequency loop in the global spectrum is affected by 

concentration oscillations induced by the measuring signal [30–32] and hence the impedance 

parameters identified from the graph in Figure 4. Their impact is enhanced the lower the gas 

concentration and can thus be attenuated by increasing the gas stoichiometry. An alternative 

consists in analyzing local EI spectra measured on the first segments i.e. near the oxygen 

inlet, which is discussed below. 

Local impedance spectra 

Cell A1 being segmented, with 20 electrically insulated current collectors, the 

approach described above was completed using the spectra measured on the first five 

segments corresponding to the air inlet/hydrogen outlet (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Nyquist plots of data measured on the first 5 segments (air inlet/hydrogen outlet) of cell A1 (Figure 1a) 

at 0.5 A cm
-2

 (H2/air) in the operation conditions described in section 2.3. The fitting curves were obtained with the 

EECs depicted in Figure 2. 

As can be seen in Figure 5, the low frequency loop increases with the segment number 

(along the air channel) and the separation between the intermediate and low frequency loops 

becomes as well more pronounced. One contribution is certainly linked to oxygen depletion, 

but current density-induced oxygen concentration oscillations might play a major role [30–

32,47]. These observations, completed by the fact that their evolution with the segment 

number depends on the flow field geometry (less uniform for serpentine channels, Figure 8) 

argue in favor of this hypothesis. 

Table 7. Parameters estimated by fitting the experimental data in Figure 5 with the EECs in Figure 2 a) (CCL 

configuration) and b) (GDL configuration). A comparison is made between the diffusion impedance position (CCL 

or GDL) and expression (Warburg and Kulikovsky). 

Segment \ Model 

R
ct 

[Ω cm²] 

C
dl 

[mF cm-²] 

R
d 

[Ω cm²] 

τd 

[s] 

Segment 1 

Warburg CCL 0.256 10.9 0.076 0.035 

Warburg GDL 0.227 13.0 0.114 0.037 
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Kulikovsky GDL 0.237 12.1 0.095 0.037 

Segment 2 

Warburg CCL 0.223 12.9 0.079 0.041 

Warburg GDL 0.196 15.7 0.113 0.044 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.200 14.4 0.096 0.043 

Segment 3 

Warburg CCL 0.180 16.4 0.100 0.050 

Warburg GDL 0.203 14.4 0.084 0.048 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.180 16.4 0.100 0.050 

Segment 4 

Warburg CCL 0.194 15.6 0.095 0.057 

Warburg GDL 0.168 19.9 0.126 0.060 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.170 17.9 0.112 0.059 

Segment 5 

Warburg CCL 0.187 16.8 0.117 0.064 

Warburg GDL 0.158 22.8 0.152 0.068 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.160 20.0 0.136 0.067 

 

The intrinsic parameters obtained by fitting the experimental spectra in Figure 5 using the 

EECs in Figure 2a and b are depicted in Table 7. For simplicity, only the parameters the 

most impacted by the choice of the model are shown. As the LF loop and thus the identified 

impedance parameters might be affected by oxygen concentration oscillations as previously 

discussed, their evolution along the channel length, i.e. over the first five segments, is not 

discussed. The discussion focuses instead on the impact of the position and expression of 

the oxygen diffusion impedance inside the cell EEC as for the analysis of the global 

spectrum, with a particular attention on the spectrum measured on the first segment, which is 

expected to be less affected by these measuring artefacts. 

As for the global impedance spectrum in Figure 4, all the tested EECs fit satisfyingly and 

equally well the local spectra, independently of the location (CCL or GDL) or the expression 

(Warburg or Kulikovsky) of the oxygen diffusion impedance, but the values of all parameters 

depend on the chosen model.  
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To conclude about the layer at the origin of the diffusion impedance, the characteristic 

diffusion length   and the effective diffusion coefficient Deff have been determined for the first 

five segments starting from the values of Rd and    in Table 7 and using equations (7) and 

(8) with a macroscopic (with respect to the MEA flat surface      ) and a microscopic point 

of view (with respect to the active area            ). They are displayed in Table 8. The 

same observation is obtained for all segments: the values obtained for δ are of the order of a 

GDL thickness and those of Deff are of the order of oxygen diffusion in vapor phase through 

this layer (Table 6), independently if using the macroscopic or microscopic approach. The 

increase of δ along the segments is consistent with the increase of the LF loop of the 

impedance spectra. Nonetheless, the results obtained on all segments, including the first one 

which is expected to be less subjected to measuring artefacts, lead to the same conclusions. 

In summary, the analysis of the local impedance data confirms the conclusions drawn from 

the global spectrum regarding the layer being at the origin of oxygen diffusion limitations: the 

main contribution seems to come from the GDL, or both the GDL and the CCL, the latter with 

a significant lower contribution. Based on these observations, the most appropriate EEC for 

interpreting the impedance spectra measured with cell A1 would be the modified Randles 

EEC in GDL configuration, i.e. with a Kulikovsky diffusion impedance in series with the ORR 

circuit (Figure 2b). 

Table 8. Characteristic diffusion parameters obtained with the impedance parameters of the first 5 segments of 

cell A1 given in Table 7. 

Segment \ Model 

Warburg 

CCL - 

ionomer     

Warburg 

CCL – pores 

      

Warburg 

GDL 

Kulikovsky 

GDL 

Segment 1 

δ [µm] 185 239 174 196 

Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 0.97 1.62 0.81 1.04 

Segment 2 δ [µm] 186 251 192 209 
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Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 0.84 1.53 0.84 1.02 

Segment 3 

δ [µm] 192 270 215 230 

Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 0.77 1.52 0.9 1.05 

Segment 4 

δ [µm] 197 291 237 252 

Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 0.68 1.50 0.93 1.07 

Segment 5 

δ [µm] 180 291 243 255 

Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 0.51 1.32 0.86 0.97 

 

4.2.2 Other cells – impact of cell geometry and MEA composition 

The following sections present the results of equivalent analyses of data measured on the 

other cells described in section 2 in comparison to those of cell A1. The objective is to test 

the validity of the former conclusions about the most appropriate EEC to account for oxygen 

diffusion limitations in PEMFC impedance spectra (modified Randles EEC with Kulikovsky 

impedance) for different cell geometries and MEA compositions. A focus is made on the data 

measured on MEA with different Pt loadings at the cathode, which could give a hint on the 

impact of the role of the ionomer layer for oxygen transport limitations. 

Cell geometry and MEA composition (cells A2 and B) 

This section addresses the role of: 

 cell geometry, more precisely MEA surface; 

 flow field configuration (5 straight parallel channels for cells A1 and A2, 1 serpentine 

channel for cell B); 

 MEA type (CCM for cell A2 and GDEs hot-pressed on different membranes) for cell 

B. 

Figure 6 shows the EI spectra measured on each cell at 0.5 A cm-2 (under H2/air) in the 

operation conditions given in section 2.3 and the fitting curves obtained with the EECs in 

Figure 2a and b (solid lines only). As shown above, the anode impacts the spectra at high 
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frequencies only and has negligible impact on the conclusions about the diffusion 

impedance. It is therefore neglected in the ECCs for the present study to reduce the model 

parameters. 

 

Figure 6. Nyquist diagrams of the impedance data measured at 0.5 A cm
-2

 (under H2/air) with (a) cell A2 [13], (b) 

cell B -  NR211 and (c) cell B - XL100  in the operation conditions given in section 2.3 and fitting curves obtained 

with the different EECs depicted in Figure 2a and b (solid lines). The anode is neglected. 

The identified impedance parameters are shown in Table 9. All EECs yield values consistent 

with those typically observed for such MEAs [13,25,48]. 

Cells A1 and A2 have comparable geometry and same flow field configuration (5 parallel 

straight channels), cell A2 used a commercial MEA purchased from another provider with 

lower active area. The anode loop is completely overwhelmed by that of the cathode in the 

Nyquist plot of cell A2, which confirms that it is wise to neglect it in the cell EEC. The fit of 

this data serves thus as complementary validation of the tested Randles-type EECs in Figure 

2 for standard commercial MEAs. 
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The MEAs in cell B are made by hot-pressing using GDEs. It is expected that their electrode 

thickness is higher than that of commercial MEAs which could lead to the appearance of a 

straight line at high frequencies in the Nyquist plot. This shape is associated with ion 

conduction limitations trough the CCL volume and could be accounted for in EEC modeling 

by the use of TLM-like circuits [13,36,39]. However, this is out of the scope of this work as 

this phenomenon impacts the spectra only at higher frequencies than those associated with 

oxygen diffusion impedance. Ion conduction is thus neglected in the present EEC model for 

the sake of simplicity. The difference between cells B1 and B2 is the membrane type: Nafion 

211 for cell B1 and Nafion XL 100 for cell B2 (not disclosed for cell A2).  As expected, a 

difference is observed mainly for the value of the high frequency resistance Rhf associated 

with the ionic conductivity of the membrane. The other parameters are similar. 
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Table 9. Parameters estimated by fitting the experimental data in Figure 6  with the EECs in Figure 2a) and b) 

(anode neglected, solid lines). Comparison is made between the diffusion impedance position (CCL or GDL) and 

expression (Warburg and Kulikovsky). 

Cell\ Model 

R
hf  

[Ω cm²] 

R
ct 

[Ω cm²] 

C
dl 

[mF cm-²] 

R
d 

[Ω cm²] 

τd 

[s] 

Cell A2 [13] – 5 

parallel channels, 

membrane not 

disclosed 

Warburg CCL 0.089 0.124 30.2 0.075 0.067 

Warburg GDL 0.084 0.104 41.0 0.100 0.073 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.091 0.106 33.9 0.092 0.070 

Cell B1 – 1 

serpentine 

channel, Nafion 

211 

Warburg CCL 0.664 1.062 2.29 0.488 0.050 

Warburg GDL 0.637 0.948 2.86 0.629 0.053 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.669 0.964 2.47 0.579 0.070 

Cell B2 – 1 

serpentine 

channel, Nafion 

XL 100 

Warburg CCL 0.627 1.101 2.09 0.491 0.056 

Warburg GDL 0.602 1.001 2.55 0.615 0.058 

Kulikovsky GDL 0.632 1.016 2.25 0.569 0.056 

 

Concerning the impact of the position (CCL or GDL) and the expression (ZW or ZK) of the 

oxygen diffusion impedance in the cell EEC, the same trends are observed as for cell A1: all 

configurations lead to values of the same orders of magnitude, as well as to similar fit quality, 

so that no conclusion can be drawn so far on the most appropriate EEC model for the 

diffusion impedance. 

To conclude about the most appropriate EEC configuration, the characteristic diffusion 

parameters, i.e.   and Deff, have been determined with eq. (7) and (8), respectively. Their 

values are given in Table 10 when considering the oxygen flux relative to the MEA flat 
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surface. The results obtained when accounting for the catalytic active area             are 

not shown here as they are clearly out of the range of those associated with the ionomer film 

in the CCL wich is consistent with the observations on the data of cell A1. 

Table 10. Characteristic diffusion parameters obtained with the impedance parameters of cells A2, B1 and B2 

given in Table 9. 

Cell \ Model 
Warburg 

CCL 

Warburg 

GDL 

Kulikovsky 

GDL 

Cell A2 – 5 parallel 

channels, membrane not 

disclosed 

δ [µm] 309 260 265 

Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 1.42 0.92 0.99 

Segment 2 

Cell B1 – 1 serpentine 

channel, Nafion 211 

δ [µm] 294 247 252 

Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 1.75 1.15 1.25 

Cell B2 – 1 serpentine 

channel, Nafion XL 100 

δ [µm] 340 281 293 

Deff [m² s-1] 10
-6

 2.06 1.40 1.51 

 

For all tested cells, the values identified for the characteristic diffusion length are of the order 

of the GDL thickness [55,56], while the effective diffusion coefficient is of the order of oxygen 

diffusion in vapor phase through this layer (Table 6) which confirms the observations made 

on the data measured with cell A1.  

Independently of the cell geometry, it seems that it is most likely oxygen diffusion in vapor 

phase in the pores of the GDL (or the GDL and the CCL) that is at the origin of the diffusion 

impedance. The most appropriate EEC would thus be the modified Randles model with a 

Kulikovsky diffusion impedance connected in series with the CCL circuit as depicted in 

Figure 2b. 
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Cathode Pt loading (cells C) 

This section presents the results obtained when applying the EECs to fit the data measured 

on MEAs with different cathode Pt loadings situated between 0.05 mgPt cm-2 and 0.3 mgPt cm-

2. The MEA were used in cell C having 5 parallel serpentine flow fields and segmented 

current collection (Figure 1d). 

Figure 7 shows the global impedance spectra measured for each MEA at 1 A cm-2 (under 

H2/air) in the operation conditions given in section 2.3 and the fitting curves obtained with the 

EECs in Figure 2a and b, including the anode. It can directly be seen that the global cell 

impedance increases when lowering the cathode Pt loading, suggesting additional limitations 

for low Pt-loaded cathodes. 

 

Figure 7. Nyquist diagrams of the impedance data measured at 1 A cm
-2

 (H2/air) with cell C using MEAs with 

different Pt loadings at the cathode in the operation conditions given in 2.3 and fitting curves obtained with the 

EECs depicted in Figure 2a and b (anode included). The cell voltages during characterization are: (a) 0.60 V; (b): 

0.55 V; (c): 0.51 V et (d): 0.45 V. 

Table 11 shows the values of the high frequency resistance (Rhf), the ORR (Rct, Cdl) and the 

diffusion impedance parameters (Rd, τd) for each cathode Pt loading identified from the global 

impedance spectra in Figure 7 with the EEC in GDL configuration using the Kulikovsky 

diffusion impedance and considering the anode (Figure 2 b). All EEC configurations lead to 

similar values and their influence on the identified impedance parameters is identical to that 
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of the other cells. The values obtained using the Warburg element instead of the Kulikovsky 

impedance were published in a previous work [43]. Discussion is therefore directly made on 

the physically most relevant EEC.  

Table 11 : Values of the impedance parameters (except anode) of each cathode Pt loading form the global 

impedance spectra of cell C (Figure 7) with the EECs in GDL configuration using the Kulikovsky diffusion 

impedance and considering the anode (Figure 2 b). 

Cathode Pt 

loading 
R

hf 
[Ω cm²] R

ct 
[Ω cm²] C

dl 
[mF cm-²] 

R
d 

[Ω cm²] 

τd 

[s] 

0.3 mg cm-² 0.071 0.072 13.3 0.065 0.042 

0.2 mg cm-² 0.088 0.094 7.1 0.056 0.040 

0.1 mg cm-² 0.112 0.104 5.6 0.078 0.040 

0.05 mg cm-² 0.116 0.214 1.7 0.092 0.047 

 

It can be seen that the high frequency resistance Rhf increases from 0.071 Ω cm² to 0.116 Ω 

cm², when lowering the Pt loading from 0.3 mgPt cm-2 to 0.05 mgPt cm-2. Same membrane, 

GDL, anode catalyst layer composition and bipolar plates being used in all cases, indicating 

that the origin of this trend might be linked to the CCL and more precisely the ionomer film : 

the theoretical study in section 4.1 indicates that the associated oxygen transport limitations 

might be situated at high frequencies and they are expected to increase when lowering the 

Pt loading [46]. This trend agrees with former observations in the literature stipulating that the 

electrode oxygen transport impedance is inversely proportional to platinum loading or, 

equivalently, platinum surface area [60–62]. Note that other phenomena may contribute to 

the increase of Rhf: EIS measurements are made at 1 A cm-2, implying a lower cell voltage 

and thus higher temperature when decreasing the Pt loading. To go further, it would be 

interesting to repeat the EI measurements at constant cell voltage. In addition, the charge-

transfer resistance Rct increases from 0.072 Ω cm² to 0.214 Ω cm² while the double-layer 

capacity Cdl decreases from 13.3 to 1.7 mF cm-², which is consistent with slower ORR 
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apparent kinetics for lower Pt surface area electrodes. Finally, the oxygen diffusion 

resistance Rd increases from 0.065 Ω cm² to 0.092 Ω cm², for a constant diffusion time τd 

when lowering the Pt loading which agrees with the increase of the low frequency loop of the 

spectra. 

Table 12. Characteristic diffusion parameters identified form the impedance spectra of cell C (Figure 7) with the 

EECs depicted in Figure 2a and b including the anode.  

Cathode Pt loading \ Model 

Warburg 

CCL - 

ionomer     

Warburg CCL – 

pores       
Kulikovsky 

GDL 

0.3 mg cm-² 

δ [µm] 207 349 312 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 1.04 2.96 2.32 

0.2 mg cm-² 

δ [µm] 299 437 381 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 2.22 4.76 3.60 

0.1 mg cm-² 

δ [µm] 249 381 325 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 1.57 3.69 2.66 

0.05 mg cm-² 

δ [µm] 524 672 541 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 6.00 9.91 6.31 

 

Table 12 shows the diffusion parameters (δ  and Deff) identified from the spectra in Figure 7 

using either the diffusion impedance (Warburg) inside the ORR circuit (classical Randles 

model, Figure 2a) or when connecting the diffusion impedance (Kulikovsky) in series with the 

ORR circuit (GDL configuration, Figure 2b). The values in the columns referring to the EEC 

configurations with the diffusion impedance linked to the GDL (Kulikovsky GDL) and CCL 

pores (Warburg CCL – pores) are obtained when adopting the macroscopic approach with 

respect to the MEA flat surface      . Those in the first column (Warburg CCL ionomer) are 

obtained starting from those identified with the classical Randles circuit (Figure 2a) and 
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adopting the microscopic approach with respect to the active Pt area    , this time using the 

electrode roughness factor   identified experimentally (14) for each MEA (              

for the Pt loadings 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 mg cm-², respectively). 

                                   (14) 

Independently of the EEC, the values of the diffusion parameters show a large dispersion but 

tend to increase globally when lowering the Pt loading, more pronounced for δ than for Deff. 

This is consistent with an increase of the overall impedance spectrum including the LF loop 

and the increase of Rd when decreasing the cathode Pt loading. On a physical point of view, 

this is however in contrast with thinner electrodes when lowering the Pt loading [43] 

indicating that the diffusion impedance contribution at low frequencies might not be linked to 

the cathode, at least not majorly. As for all other cells and MEAs the values identified for the 

characteristic diffusion length δ are of the order of the GDL thickness [55,56], while the 

effective diffusion coefficient Deff is of the order of oxygen diffusion in vapor phase through 

this layer (Table 6). 

This leads to the same conclusion as above: the GDL seems to be the main origin of the 

oxygen diffusion impedance, with a possible minor contribution of the CCL pores or the 

ionomer film, both however overwhelmed by the GDL contribution. On a modeling point of 

view, the physically most appropriate EEC for analyzing the impedance data measured on 

cell C is thus again the modified Randles EEC in GDL configuration with a Kulikovsky 

impedance in series with the ORR EEC (Figure 2b). The ionomer film inside the CCL might 

contribute to the high frequency resistance, its exact contribution is difficult to identify at this 

point. 
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Figure 8. Nyquist plots of local impedance spectra measured on cell C (Figure 1d) at 1 A cm
-2

 (H2/air) in the 

operation conditions described in section 2.3. The data corresponds to a MEA with cathode Pt loading of 0.05 

mgPt cm
-2

. Segment 1 corresponds to the air inlet/hydrogen outlet and segment 20 to the air outlet/hydrogen inlet. 

It must be noted that the cell segments operate at different current density since the cell voltage is homogeneous: 

the local operating points are all different. 

Figure 8 shows the local impedance spectra measured on cell C for the MEA with the lowest 

cathode Pt loading, i.e. 0.05 mgPt cm-2 (global spectrum in Figure 7d). Segment 1 

corresponds to the air inlet/hydrogen outlet and segment 20 to the air outlet/hydrogen inlet. 

The purpose is to compare the impact of the flow field geometry (straight for cell A1 and 

serpentine for cell C) on the evolution of the LF loop and the associated impedance and 

diffusion parameters. As expected, the LF loop increases along the air flow field, i.e. with the 

segment number, but is less uniform for serpentine flow fields than for linear gas channels 

(Figure 5). This confirms that measuring artefacts significantly influence the LF loop of EI 

spectra [30–32,47], especially of those measured near the oxygen outlet and the global 

spectrum. A possibility to minimize their impact on EI analyses could be to focus on local 

spectra measured near the air inlet.  
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Table 13. Characteristic diffusion parameters identified from the local spectra measured on the first 5 segments of 

cell C using a MEA with cathode Pt loading of 0.05 mgPt cm
-2

 (Figure 8) with the EECs of Figure 2a (Warburg 

CCL) and b (Kulikovsky GDL). 

Segment \ Model 

Warburg CCL – 

ionomer     

Warburg CCL –

pores       

Kulikovsky 

GDL 

Segment 1 

δ [µm] 143 195 186 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 0.52 0.97 0.91 

Segment 2 

δ [µm] 123 172 163 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 0.42 0.82 0.77 

Segment 4 

δ [µm] 112 163 158 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 0.34 0.73 0.70 

Segment 5 

δ [µm] 143 193 184 

D
eff

 [m² s-1] 10
-6
 0.59 1.08 1.01 

 

Table 13 shows the characteristic diffusion length   and the effective diffusion coefficient Deff 

determined for the first five segments of cell C obtained by fitting the local EI spectra in 

Figure 8 (cathode Pt loading: 0.05 mgPt cm-2) with the EECs of Figure 2a (Warburg CCL) and 

b (Kulikovsky GDL). As before, the estimation is made using a macroscopic approach (with 

respect to the MEA flat surface      ) for the Warburg CCL and Kulikovsky GDL 

configuration which allows to refer to oxygen diffusion through the pores of these layers. The 

microscopic point of view (with respect to the active Pt area            ) is only applied for 

ZW in CCL-ionomer configuration as it refers to diffusion through the ionomer film in the CCL 

pores. 

The same observation as for the global spectrum in Figure 7d) is made for the local spectra 

of all segments, including the first one which should be less subjected to concentration 

oscillations: the values obtained for δ are of the order of a GDL thickness, even if slightly 
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lower than those obtained for MEA with higher Pt loadings. The values of Deff are of the order 

of oxygen diffusion in vapor phase through the GDL when adopting the macroscopic 

approach and thought the CCL pores when using the microscopic approach (Table 6). The 

evolution of δ and Deff with increasing segment number is consistent with that of the LF loop 

of the spectra as stated above, supporting the hypothesis of a considerable contribution of 

measuring artefacts. No further comment is therefore done on this aspect.  

The analysis of the local impedance data measured with cell C for a MEA with a cathode Pt 

loading of 0.05 mgPt cm-2 confirms the conclusions drawn from the global impedance 

spectrum and on the other cells regarding the layer being at the main origin of oxygen 

diffusion impedance: the main contribution seems to originate from the GDL, or both the GDL 

and the CCL pores. The contribution of the latter is lower than that of the GDL. The impact of 

the ionomer film seems negligible. This layer rather contributes to the high frequency 

resistance, whose impact increases when lowering the catalyst loading. Based on these 

observations, the most appropriate EEC for interpreting the impedance spectra measured 

with cell C would thus again be a modified Randles EEC with a Kulikovsky diffusion 

impedance connected in series with the ORR circuit (Figure 2b). 

5. Conclusions 

The position and expression of the diffusion impedance in PEMFC equivalent electrical 

circuits (EECs) is discussed to identify the layer at its origin. For this, two EEC configurations 

are compared:  

 a series connection with the charge transfer resistance inside the ORR circuit 

(classical Randles model) which implies that the CCL is limiting for oxygen diffusion; 

 a series connection with the ORR circuit when supposing the GDL limiting (modified 

Randles circuit – GDL configuration).  

An EEC with both diffusion impedances, one inside the CCL circuit and one connected in 

series, was also tested. It turned out that one of both diffusion impedances becomes 
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negligible when trying to identify the impedance parameters from experimental data. That is 

why only EECs with one diffusion impedance are used for fitting experimental EIS spectra. 

Concerning the oxygen diffusion impedance expression, the results obtained using a 

classical finite Warburg impedance are compared to those obtained with an alternative 

expression derived by Kulikovsky for the GDL. This expression accounts for the impact of 

ORR kinetics to oxygen diffusion. 

The analysis is made on both, simulated spectra starting from theoretical characteristic 

values of each layer taken from the literature, and experimental data coming from 8 different 

configurations (MEA/geometry/operating conditions). Theoretical and experimental results 

lead to identical conclusions regarding the oxygen diffusion impedance, summarized as 

follows. 

Concerning fit quality and the values of the identified impedance parameters: 

 All models fit equally well the experimental data, independently of the position and the 

expression of the diffusion impedance in the EEC.  

 Both, the location and expression of the diffusion impedance impact the estimated 

values of all EEC parameters, in particular those associated with oxygen diffusion 

and ORR kinetics. However, all configurations give comparable orders of magnitude. 

To conclude about the layer associated with the LF oxygen diffusion impedance and thus the 

most appropriate EEC and impedance expression, the characteristic diffusion parameters, 

i.e. characteristic length and effective diffusion coefficient have been determined starting 

from the impedance parameters. For all tested EEC configurations and analyzed devices 

(cells and MEAs): 

 values of the diffusion length are of the order of a GDL thickness; 

 the effective diffusion coefficient is of the order of oxygen diffusion in air through a 

GDL. 
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These observations are independent from the surface considered, i.e. MEA flat surface 

 (macroscopic approach) or active area            (microscopic approach). This 

leads to the conclusion that the cathode gas diffusion layer should be the main contributor to 

the oxygen diffusion impedance in the LF domain of PEMFC impedance spectra. The 

cathode catalyst layer might contribute, but to a much lower extent. Analyses of theoretical 

impedance spectra completed by those measured on MEAs with different Pt loadings at the 

cathode indicate that the ionomer film might play a role in oxygen transport limitations, but 

rather through a contribution to the high frequency resistance, which is impossible to 

decorrelate from the other cell resistances from the time being. The physically most 

appropriate EEC would thus be a modified Randles EEC in GDL configuration, i.e. a 

Kulikovsky diffusion impedance connected in series with the ORR kinetics circuit. 

Finally, the comparison of global and local impedance spectra and their interpretation 

confirmed the significant contribution of measuring signal induced oxygen concentration 

oscillations to the low frequency loop in the Nyquist plot. Their influence increases along the 

air flow fields and impacts thus as well the global spectrum. Our results indicate that 

analyzing local impedance data measured near the oxygen inlet allows to minimize their 

impact. Nonetheless, the conclusions about the layer contributing most tor oxygen diffusion 

impedance and thus the most appropriate EEC is independent of these artefacts. 
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